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Consensus development conference: coronary artery bypass surgery

SIR,-I was invited to attend this conference
(1 December, p 1527) and I must express my
disappointment concerning its organisation,
conduct, and outcome.
Four questions were preset for the panel.

We were not told who set the questions, nor
how they were decided on. These questions
presented the basis for the series of experts
presenting their papers. While the questions
may have been relevant, they were not set
against the fundamental question, which
should have been: What impact will this
surgical technique have on the general state
of coronary health of the people of this
country ?

I suspect that it would not have been
difficult to have found an expert to show that,
as with tuberculosis, the contribution of
individual (and in the case of coronary artery
bypass surgery only symptomatic) treatment
is negligible to combating this major cause of
suffering; and that coronary artery bypass
surgery should in fact be seen in the context of
a far more important programme aimed at the
prevention of the causes of such disease.
The press notice issued by the King's Fund

stated that the panel's consensus statement

was, on the third day, presented to the audience
for further comment. In fact the audience was
actively discouraged from making comment-
we were simply invited to make observations
on points of fact. No discussion was entered
into, except when it was a simple matter for
the chairman or a panel member to put a
questioner down.
The consensus statement appears to me

to be a document produced as a result of a
well orchestrated "public" meeting which had
the sole purpose of strengthening the political
justification for an increase in the number of
operations performed. It took no account of
wider and more fundamental issues-such as
reducing the causes of heart disease and
recognising the place of coronary artery
bypass surgery as a highly sophisticated
symptomatic treatment which has brought
dramatic relief from suffering for a privileged
few.

I am still not sure what development meant
in this context. Was it a conference to develop
a consensus view or was it a conference to
produce a statement concerning the develop-
ment of coronary artery bypass surgery ?

This was, Sir, an opportunity missed and a

sad reflection on those who, in the eyes of the
public, should have wider issues in their
minds.

PAUL FORD
Saffron Walden, Essex CBll 3XF

SIR,-A mere letter can never undo the harm
which is done by the authorative voice of a
leader and mis-leaders will continue to
mis-lead.

Happily the consensus report on coronary
artery bypass grafting got it right, but the
BMJ has given coronary artery bypass grafting
a hard time recently. First of all the conferehce
was to an extent pre-empted by the premature
release ofProfessor J R Hampton's contribution
(3 November, p 1166). Then the deputy editor
himself minimises the subject by faint ridicule
in the title of his leading article. As if it had
not been enough to invite a well known
therapeutic nihilist to give his views in the
conference, Dr Tony Smith's leading article
dwells on some unpublished neurological
observations which have not yet been sub-
mitted to peer review and are quite at variance
with most people's experience.
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